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The objective of CASPER is to improve our capability to characterize the propagation of
radio frequency (RF) signals through the marine atmosphere with coordinated efforts in
data collection, data analyses, and modeling of the air–sea interaction processes, refractive
environment, and RF propagation.

ATMOSPHERIC VERTICAL STRUCTURE
AND EM DUCTING. Propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves from radar or communication devices can be significantly impacted by atmospheric
refractive conditions associated with the vertical
thermodynamic structure of the atmospheric
boundary layer (e.g., Tatarski 1961; Turton et al.
1988). This article describes a coordinated effort to
quantify atmospheric effects on EM propagation in
the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL)
via a multidisciplinary project called the Coupled
Air–Sea Processes and Electromagnetic Ducting
Research (CASPER).
Characteristics of radio frequency (RF) propagation in the atmosphere are identified through the
index of refraction n or, more commonly, refractivity
N, defined as N = (n – 1) × 106. While there are methods for measuring N directly (e.g., refractometers), it
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is often easier to estimate refractivity from measured
atmospheric thermodynamic properties using

N=

77.6 
e
p + 4810  ,

T 
T

(1)

where T is air temperature (K), p is atmospheric
pressure (hPa), and e is water vapor pressure (hPa)
(Battan 1973). Considering the curvature of the Earth,
the modified refractivity M characterizes the radar
propagation more directly:
M=N+

z
×106 ,
R

(2)

where z is the height above the surface and R is the
mean radius of the Earth (Bean and Dutton 1968).
Various propagation conditions can be defined by
the vertical gradients of M, resulting in three anomalous propagation (AP) conditions: subrefraction,
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superrefraction, and ducting. The latter is the most
studied AP condition, as it represents sufficient bending of the ray toward the surface such that it becomes
trapped within a duct, a channel where the EM energy is confined and propagates to extended ranges
(Turton et al. 1988). Figure 1 illustrates the propagation path, indicated by the gray lines over the curved
Earth surface, in three types of ducts. The trapping
layers and the resultant duct layers in each ducting
condition are defined by the M profiles and particularly their vertical gradients. The trapping layer is the
layer with dM/dz < 0, resulting in downward bending
of radio waves with a curvature smaller than that of
the surface of the Earth. A trapping layer starting
at the surface results in a surface duct in which RF
energy is trapped between the surface and the top
of the trapping layer (Fig. 1a). Hence, the trapping
layer is also the duct layer. A subset of surface ducts
are evaporation ducts that are prevalent over water
(Brooks et al. 1999). An elevated trapping layer can
result in either an elevated duct or a surface-based
duct depending on the M profiles. If the M value at
the surface is higher than that of the trapping-layer
top (Fig. 1b), the duct is referred to as a surface-based
duct. Otherwise, it is an elevated duct (Fig. 1c). In both
surface and surface-based ducts, the propagation of
the waves is also affected by the reflection and diffraction of the underlying surface as depicted in Figs. 1a
and 1b. In the case of the elevated duct, the base of
the duct is the altitude where the M value is the same
as that at the trapping-layer top (Fig. 1c).
It is worth noting, though, that ducts are not
bounded by impenetrable boundaries (except for
the surface of the Earth) and RF energy is continually “leaked” outside the ducts at reduced intensity.
A region of reduced RF energy above the duct is
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referred to as a “radar hole” because of insufficient
energy for radar detection. In addition, the geometry
of the duct and trapping layers and the strength of
the duct, often defined as the M difference of the
trapping layer, are critical properties of a duct that
regulate the impact of the duct on EM propagation.
These properties of the duct, together with the M
profile itself, determine the effects of the duct on the
EM waves going through the medium. An intensity
of the duct can be also defined relating these quantities to the maximum wavelength or the minimum
frequency of the RF signal to be impacted by the
duct (Kerr 1951; Turton et al. 1988).
Analyses of the gradient of M expressed in Eq. (2)
reveal the vertical gradient of water vapor pressure
as the dominant term in dM/dz followed by the
temperature gradient. As such, a hydrolapse and/or
a temperature inversion both lead to a trapping layer.
Any atmospheric processes resulting in a hydrolapse
and/or a temperature inversion hence often result in
ducting. Processes leading to ducting include ocean
surface evaporation (hydrolapse), large-scale or frontal subsidence (elevated dry inversion), warm- and
dry-air advection, and nocturnal radiative cooling
over land. Of most interest to CASPER is a special
type of surface duct: the evaporation duct (ED), which
is almost always present over the oceans (Babin et al.
1997). Evaporation ducts result from a large humidity gradient immediately above the sea surface (see
Fig. 1a). They are typically on the order of a few
meters to a few tens of meters deep. The evaporation
duct height (EDH) is dependent on atmospheric
surface layer characteristics and is a major input to
microwave propagation prediction models (Babin
et al. 1997). Konstanzer (1994) showed that EDH
should have an accuracy of better than 2 m in order
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to avoid significant errors
in propagation prediction.
Many ED models are
based on Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory (MOST)
in various forms. Earlier
ED models of Jeske (1971,
1973), Paulus (1984, 1985),
and Musson-Genon et al.
(1992) used the original
MOST empirica l f unctions of Businger et al.
(1971). Since then, various adjustments to MOST
coef f icients have been
made (Babin et al. 1997;
Frederickson 2012). Better
alternatives are not yet
available and MOST-based
E D model s have some
known potential issues.
First of all, many of the
empirical prof iles were
obtained from measurements over land, and their
adequacy for the marine
atmospheric surface layer
(MASL) has not been thoroughly evaluated. Edson
Fig . 1. Illustration of the propagation of EM waves from a radar source in
et al. (2004) and McGillis
various refractive conditions over a distance beyond line of sight over the
et al. (2004) made extenEarth. The corresponding vertical profiles of the modified refractivity (M)
sive near-surface profile
are overlaid on the propagation path: (a) evaporation duct, (b) surface-based
duct, and (c) elevated duct. [(Adapted from Turton et al. (1988).]
measurements of scalars
such as temperature, water
vapor, and carbon dioxide. They both suggested when the Obukhov length is less than –150 m, a posthat MOST is valid within the MASL above the sible result of breaking waves. These results point to
wave boundary layer. This is good news for some a need to understand the wave boundary layer and
applications, although more measurements are how it affects the complete M profile of the MASL.
needed to further evaluate MOST in the MASL. The Furthermore, MOST is based on the assumptions of
second issue is the role of wave/swells in modify- horizontal homogeneity and stationarity; it is likely
ing the scalar profiles. There is growing evidence to fail in the presence of a heterogeneous boundary
that a wave-driven surface layer invalidates MOST layer and time-dependent surface forcing at dispa(e.g., Rutgersson et al. 2001), and the overall impact rate horizontal scales (e.g., Mahrt and Khelif 2010;
of swell throughout the MABL has been found to Mahrt et al. 2014). These scientific issues involved in
extend higher than the general notion that a wave quantifying evaporation ducts are the motivations
boundary layer is shallower than ~3 m (e.g., Makin behind the CASPER program.
and Mastenbroek 1996; Sullivan et al. 2008). Many of
the wave/swell boundary layer studies have focused CASPER OVERVIEW. The CASPER science
on momentum transfer at the air–sea interface, and objectives were developed based on findings from
only a few have focused on temperature and humid- numerous previous studies, particularly field proity (Anderson et al. 2004; Smedman et al. 2007). grams such as the Wallops-2000 Microwave PropaSmedman et al. (2007) indicate that the MOST re- gation Measurement Experiment (Stapleton et al.
lationship for temperature breaks down in a regime 2001; Thompson and Haack 2011) and the Rough
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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Evaporative Duct (RED) experiment (Anderson
et al. 2004). The Wallops-2000 dataset has been a
major source for many EM propagation modeling
efforts in the past 15 years (e.g., Haack et al. 2010),
largely due to the availability of range-dependent
propagation measurements at multiple altitudes and
concurrent meteorological measurements. A recent
field campaign, the Tropical Air–Sea Propagation
Study (TAPS), generated a unique dataset for clear-air
tropical littoral conditions around Australia’s Great
Barrier Reef that includes both extensive surface-layer
turbulence and profile measurements and an RF dataset with multiple frequencies (Kulessa et al. 2017).
With the significant improvements in atmospheric
and EM propagation modeling in the past 20 years,
there is, however, a general inadequacy of observational data available for model evaluation and further
improvement. The CASPER objectives are as follows:

• to explore new approaches in EM modeling to represent the impact of the atmospheric environment
with spatial and temporal variability.

To achieve these objectives, CASPER assembled
a multidisciplinary team to engage in intensive data
collection field campaigns and extensive modeling efforts. Observations and model simulations were fully
integrated through experiment design, data analyses,
and model evaluation and improvement. CASPER environmental modeling efforts use a suite of advanced
simulation tools, including large-eddy simulations
(LESs) with a dynamically coupled atmospheric
surface layer and phase-resolving wave field (Yang
et al. 2013; Xie et al. 2016). The U.S. Navy’s Coupled
Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System
(COAMPS; Doyle et al. 2012, 2014; Chen et al. 2010)
was used in real time to support field measurement
planning as well as mapping out spatial variability of
• to obtain a comprehensive and cohesive dataset to refractive conditions.
support in-depth analyses and modeling studies
CASPER includes two major field campaigns: the
to address critical issues in air–sea interaction CASPER-East intensive observational period (IOP)
processes related to EM propagation;
conducted offshore of Duck, North Carolina (NC),
• to improve MASL models in representing tempe 10 October–6 November 2015, and CASPER-West
rature and water vapor profiles in heterogeneous was conducted offshore of Pt. Mugu, California,
environments and under the effects of waves/swell; from 27 September to 26 October 2017. The focus of
• to understand physical processes governing the CASPER-East was on assessing the effects of a hetproperties of the inversion layer atop the MABL erogeneous marine environment on EM propagation
and improve their representation in EM propaga- and quantifying uncertainties in evaporation duct
tion models; and
modeling. CASPER-West observations were designed
to evaluate wave/swell effects on evaporation duct
properties and modeling
issues associated with elevated trapping layers. Observations from these field
campaigns should result
in comprehensive datasets
related to air–sea interaction processes using new
measurement techniques
and sampling strategies
specifically targeting EM
propagation. These field
experiments were also designed to support CASPER
modeling efforts for model
Fig. 2. SST measured from the NOAA-18 satellite on 16 Oct 2015. Location of
initialization and validation
offshore National Data Buoy Center buoy 44014 is noted together with the
to improve predictive capaCASPER track from Duck pier toward the Gulf Stream. Points A1 and A2
bilities for EM propagation.
are 16 (R16) and 34 (R34) n mi from Duck, NC, respectively, where moored
The success of the CASPER
floats were deployed at the beginning of the IOP. For a given day, one of the
field campaigns entails
locations was used as the surface supersites with small buoys and balloons
synergistic collaborations
tethered to the predeployed floats.
1452 |
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across a diverse group of scientists and engineers specializing in MABL physics and modeling, upper-ocean
and air–sea interaction processes, and RF propagation.
The remainder of this article will focus on documenting various aspects of the first CASPER field campaign,
CASPER-East.
CASPER-EAST FIELD CAMPAIGN. SST variability in the CASPER-East IOP region. CASPER-East
occurred offshore of Duck, NC, and covered from the
shelf region to the Gulf Stream (GS). This region is
located at the southern end of the Mid-Atlantic Bight
(MAB), the continental shelf between Nantucket
Shoals and Cape Hatteras. The water near shore is
generally cooler and lower in salinity than the oceanic waters seaward of the shelf, commonly termed
the “slope water” (Shearman and Lentz 2010). The
boundary between these two water masses occurs in
a narrow transition region known as the shelf–slope
front (Linder and Gawarkiewicz 1998). The northward-flowing GS is farther east, with strong currents
and warm water that stimulate strong dynamic and
thermodynamic responses on the continental shelf
(Morgan and Bishop 1977; Lee et al. 1984). As a
result, the region offshore of Duck, NC, displays
strong local variabilities in temperature and salinity
with mean water temperature and salinity increasing from nearshore toward the GS. Figure 2 shows
sea surface temperature (SST) on 16 October 2015
from the NOAA-18 satellite. The general increase in
SST and the mesoscale spatial variability are clearly

seen from Duck, NC, toward the GS. The black line
in Fig. 2 is due east from Duck and is the path of all
CASPER mobile platforms over the shelf region. This
path is referred to as the CASPER track. During the
CASPER-East field campaign, waypoints along the
track were referenced as “Rxx,” where “xx” was the
distance to shore in nautical miles.
The GS farther east is a region of significant air–sea
coupling and heat transfer. The sharp SST front not
only imparts abrupt changes in surface fluxes, thermal
stability, low-level clouds, secondary circulation, and
surface roughness (e.g., Sweet et al. 1981; Small et al.
2008) but also imposes anomalous radar propagation
in the area (Glaeser 1978). Figure 3 illustrates the expected variations of SST, currents, surface waves, and
mesoscale circulations associated with the land–sea
temperature contrast and the GS SST front. Given
the SST variabilities near the coast and at the GS SST
front, internal boundary layer developments are likely
across the SST gradient regions (Sweet et al. 1981). In
general, the GS is 60–100 km from the shore. This is an
ideal range for a midrange research aircraft, allowing
sufficient on-station time for detailed sampling. Given
the strong spatial and temporal variability of the lower
atmosphere and the ocean, comprehensive sampling
in both media is essential to understand the physical
processes that contribute to the observed surface layer
and EM propagation properties.
CASPER platforms, instruments, and instrument siting.
CASPER emphasized concurrent environmental

Fig. 3. Illustration of spatial variability of ocean currents, SSTs, surface waves, atmospheric mesoscale circulations, and internal boundary layer developments in the CASPER-East measurement region.
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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Table 1. Summary of CASPER-East observational assets.
Platform

Subject

Investigator(s)

Measurements

R/V Sharp

Atmosphere

Wang

Ship mean meteorology and turbulent fluxes from the bow
mast, ocean skin temperature from infrared SST autonomous
radiometer, cloud-base height, rawinsondes

R/V Sharp

RF propagation

Burkholder

EM emitters in X band

R/V Sharp

Surface waves

Terrill/de Paolo

WaMoS II wave field within 3 km of the ship

R/V Sharp

Upper-ocean
physics

Shearman

Temperature and salinity profiles from bow chain

Work boat of
R/V Sharp

MASL profiling

Wang

Tethered-balloon-based surface-layer profiling and near-surface mean p, T, and RH, water temperature

R/V Atlantic
Explorer

Atmosphere

Fernando

Ship mean meteorology and turbulent fluxes from the bow mast,
rawinsondes, scanning Doppler wind lidar, microwave radiometer, tethered-balloon low-level profiles of p, T, RH, and wind

R/V Atlantic
Explorer

RF propagation

Burkholder, Yardim,
Rogers

Four-level X-band receiving array, UWB receiving system,
passive RF signal monitoring

R/V Atlantic
Explorer

Upper-ocean
physics

Conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) from bow chain,
Shearman, Fernando,
microstructure and turbulence dissipation from VMP, bow
Lozovatsky
chain temperature and salinity profiles

CIRPAS Twin
Otter

Atmosphere

Khelif, Wang

Mean state variables, turbulence, SST, radiation, aerosols,
and clouds

CTV

Atmosphere

Khelif

Mean state variables, turbulence, SST, radiation

CTV

RF propagation

Burkholder

X-band beacon transmitter

R/V Sharp deployable surface
platforms

Air–sea
interaction

Wang

Surface Wave Glider, MASFlux, and tethered balloon on float
for multilevel p, T, and RH, turbulence, ocean waves, and water
temperature. All are part of the surface supersite.

Slocum Glider/
microrider (4)

Upper-ocean
physics

Shearman

CTD, turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, microstructure

Moored wave
spectra buoy (5)

Ocean surface
wave

Terrill/de Paolo

Wave spectra, water temperature

SAAB 340 aircraft

Upper-ocean
turbulence

Savelyev

Aerial imaging of ocean surface temperature, waves,
currents, and color

REMUS 100 AUV

Upper-ocean
turbulence

Savelyev

CTD profiles and dye plume fluorimetry

Fishing boat
“A-Salt Weapon”

Upper-ocean
turbulence

Savelyev

Dye plume releases, REMUS 100 deployment and recovery,
CTD casts

Bottom-mount
VADCP and CTChain

Ocean

Savidge

Vertical velocity profiles, acoustic backscatter profiles, surface wave spectra, conductivity and temperature profile, at
supersite A2 only

Duck shore site

Atmosphere

Fernando/Creegan,
Mean and flux tower at the end of Duck pier, onshore or on
Horgan/Wiss, Wang, the sand dunes, scalar masts below pier deck, rawinsonde,
Hanley
scanning wind lidars

Duck shore site

RF propagation

Yardim, Horgan/
Wiss

characterization, range-dependent EM propagation measurements, and extensive measurements
on both sides of the air–sea interface. As such,
multiplatform coordination was critical to achieve
these measurement objectives. At the shore, the
550-m-long pier at Duck, NC, operated by the Field
Research Facility (FRF) of the Coastal and Hydraulics
1454 |

UWB and S, C, and X band transmitters

Laboratory of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(www.frf.usace.army.mil/) provided an ideal location that hosted an extensive suite of in situ and
remote sensors. The moving platforms included two
regional research vessels, R/V Hugh R. Sharp (hereafter HRS) and R/V Atlantic Explorer (hereafter AE),
and a research aircraft, the Twin Otter (TO) and its
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Fig. 4. Pictures of CASPER-East major platforms, surface sites, and towers.

Controlled Towed Vehicle (CTV) operated by the
Center for Interdisciplinary Remote-Piloted Aircraft
Studies (CIRPAS) at the Naval Postgraduate School
(NPS). The TO and CTV provided high-resolution
in situ measurements of temperature, humidity, SST,
3D winds, turbulent fluxes via the eddy correlation
method, and their spatial variability required for RF
propagation and ducting studies. The CTV is a tethered drone instrumented for atmospheric and ocean
surface measurements similar to those on the TO. It
was capable of maintaining radar altitude as low as
9 m above the ocean surface while towed from the TO
at 300 m. This fast-moving platform sampled over a
large area in a relatively short time period, resulting
in a “snapshot” of the refractivity profiles along the
path. Given the TO had a minimum altitude limit of
30 m MSL, the CTV provided direct measurements
of mean and turbulent meteorological parameters
and f luxes at the canonical 10-m height without
invoking the assumptions of MOST (Kalogiros and
Wang 2011). The TO/CTV aptly complemented
measurements from the slow-moving and stationary platforms, buoys, piers, and shore towers. The
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

wide-area coverage provided extensive sampling
of wind and SST heterogeneity and ducting conditions. In addition, as part of the collaborative efforts
from the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, a Saab 340
joined CASPER with remote sensing capabilities for
ocean surface measurements. Table 1 lists specific
measurements made from each platform/site and the
responsible investigators. Pictures of major platforms
are shown in Fig. 4, and instrument locations on the
ships are shown in Fig. 5. A summary of shore site
instruments is given in Table 2.
Experiment design and platform coordination. The
sampling strategy of the CASPER-East IOP focused
on characterizing EM propagation and atmospheric
refractive properties as well as air–sea processes
along the propagation path. An important sampling
strategy was to make repeated measurements along
the same path to obtain larger sample sizes and to
avoid influences of different topography, coastline,
water depth, or bathymetry. CASPER-East targeted
the effects of boundary layer heterogeneity from two
different perspectives. On the mesoscale, variability
JULY 2018
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Fig. 5. CASPER-East instrument siting on (a) R/V Atlantic Explorer and (b) R/V Hugh R. Sharp.

of atmospheric refractivity requires range-dependent
propagation measurements with corresponding
characterization of environmental parameters. This
requirement necessitated that the basic measurement strategy be mobile and able to sample along
the propagation path. Second, the intention of
CASPER-East was to collect extensive near-surface
measurements for evaluation and improvement of
ED models involving surface-layer similarity theory
under heterogeneous conditions where MOST is
likely to fail. Sampling away from the ships to avoid
modification of surface air properties by the vessels
was critical to the success of this effort. A cluster of
small platforms, including moored small flux buoys
[Marine Air–Sea Flux buoy (MASFlux)], an instrumented Wave Glider, a moored tethered balloon with
1456 |

sensors at multiple levels, an underwater unmanned
vehicle (UUV), and a mini wave buoy, were deployed
in close proximity to each other at A1 (R16) or A2
(R34) in Fig. 2. These two locations were referred to
as the surface supersites. Pictures of these small platforms are given in the bottom-left corner of Fig. 4.
In addition, surface-layer flux from the ship bow
masts and supporting profiling measurements from
a small boat were made during dedicated periods
referred to as the air–sea interaction (ASI) sampling
module. For both ships, an ASI module includes
turbulence measurements from bow masts with the
bow facing the wind for 30–45 min and deployment
of bow thermistor chains. During their respective
ASIs, small-boat-based tethered balloon surface-layer
profiling measurements were also made from HRS
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Table 2. Instruments deployed from the pier or at the shore site at Duck, NC. Asterisks denote instruments deployed at a beachfront house 1.8 km north of the pier.
Investigator Short name

Description

Wang

2× scalar masts and radiation
boom

North- and south-facing masts for T and RH at multiple levels below
the pier deck plus one level of mean wind and 3D sonic turbulence

Jonsson

Navy aerosol sampling unit
(NASU)

Passive cavity aerosol spectrometer probe, nephelometer, and sootphotometer for aerosol size distribution, scattering, and absorption

50-ft tower, pier end

Three-level mean meteorology and 3D sonic turbulence, one-level LICOR H2O (50 ft = 15.24 m)

ARGUS tower

Three-level mean meteorology and 3D sonic turbulence, one-level
LI-COR H2O

Fernando/
Creegan

Yardim
Horgan/Wiss

Hanley et al.

2× ARL wind lidar
2× beach flux tripod

3D wind profiler (u, υ, w)

UWB emitters

EM signal strength in UWB frequencies

Calibrated emitters

RF beacons in S, C, and X bands, sources for offshore receivers

Soundings + meteorology

Vertical profiles of T, RH, p, and wind and surface weather station

AEAS weather station

Automated Environmental Assessment System with masts on both
sides of pier and IR SST sampling

527 and 1,047 nm lidars*

Aerosol distribution, cloud heights, backscatter cross sections, and
extinction (visibility)

FTIR

Spectral radiance 2–12 mm for vertical profiles of T, RH, and p up to
<2 km, SST, and possibly salinity

CIMEL sun photometer*

Path-integrated aerosol optical depth for 340–1,640 nm

VIS/NIR spectrometer

Grating spectrometer for spectral radiance, 0.5–0.9 µm

GRIMM*

Portable aerosol spectrometer for particle size concentration

SWIR camera system*

Imager telescope for 0.9–1.7 µm

Two-level T and RH and 3D sonic anemometers, LI-COR H2O on one tower

MWIR and LWIR camera systems* Imagery calibrated for background radiance, 3–5 and 8–9.5 µm
DIMM optical turbulence*

Multiple links of optical Cn2 parameter measurements

Tethered balloon

Small tethered balloon with mean meteorological sensors

EM beacons

RF transmitters (C and W bands) for offshore receivers

when sea conditions allowed, while microstructure
and turbulence dissipation of the upper ocean were
measured from AE.
CASPER-East also sampled through and above the
MABL with different platforms/sensors. Coordinated
rawinsonde launches on HRS, AE, and the shore site
were made during all RF sampling periods, providing
environmental refractivity profiles along the range of
the propagation link. Scanning Doppler lidar wind
measurements were included in the experimental
design to record along-beam wind profiles in a swath
scanned by the lidar. The lidar used a newly designed
stabilized platform to minimize beam swerving due
to ship motion. Lidar data were used to monitor internal boundary layer development and the associated
trapping layer at discontinuities since the gradients
of temperature and humidity associated with internal boundary layers have a strong influence on EM
ducting (Atkinson and Zhu 2001; Kulessa et al. 2017).
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Boundary layer profiling to the lowest few hundreds
of meters was also made by a tethered balloon system
on board the AE to sample the mean wind, temperature, and humidity.
Two types of RF propagation measurement modules were used: transmitting and receiving between
the shore site and AE while AE moved toward the
shore [hereafter inbound ship-to-shore link (IBD)],
and between the two ships [hereafter ship-to-ship
rapid evolution link (SSR)] when the two ships were
headed in the opposite direction along the CASPER
track. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the basic setup
for both links and the associated environmental
measurements. During an IBD (Fig. 6a), HRS and
the surface supersite focused on environmental and
surface-layer turbulence sampling between the shoresite transmitters and AE using rawinsondes and ASI
sampling modules. While AE cruised toward the
shore transmitters, HRS also moved toward shore
JULY 2018
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Fig. 6. Illustration of multiplatform coordinated measurement modules for range-dependent RF propagation
and environmental sampling: (a) IBD module and (b) SSR module. In the IBD module, the HRS made measurements between the surface supersite and Duck pier while AE covered the entire CASPER track.

at the same time and speed, covering the environmental sampling between the surface supersite and
the shore. This setup halved the time it would have
taken for a single ship to sample the entire propagation path. During an IBD, ASIs from both ships were
made at the start of the module, normally with AE
at R30 and HRS at R16, and when each ship reached
about R2, about 2 nautical miles (n mi) from shore.
The SSR (Fig. 6b) and associated meteorological and
oceanic measurements are illustrated. In SSR, AE
was normally set to head toward shore so the shipto-shore link at multifrequencies was also measured
in addition to the X-band ship-to-ship link. In both
SSR and IBD modules, AE tuned to receive X-band
signals from the CTV when the aircraft was aft and
heading toward AE, allowing sampling of the X-band
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signal from a transmitter at variable altitudes. On the
outbound AE transit path, the X-band receiver on AE
measured signals from the calibrated transmitter on
the shore site (Table 1, Fig. 6).
Figure 7 shows the ship tracks and all sampling
modules made on 16 and 17 October 2015 to illustrate
the sampling strategy of CASPER-East using the two
ships in synchronized transits to execute the IBD
and SSR modules. An IBD typically lasted about 5 h
while an SSR took half the time of an IBD with the
ships moving in opposite directions. Usually, one IBD
and two SSRs could be completed in a 24-h period,
although the nighttime SSR did not have supporting
data from the small platforms for safety reasons. In the
example from 16 to 17 October 2015 (Fig. 7), there were
five coordinated soundings and four ASIs along the
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propagation path during the
IBD module in the morning
hours, four soundings and
two ASIs in the first SSR,
and five soundings and one
ASI during the second SSR.
Twin Otter measurements
started on this day at around
1100 eastern daylight time
(EDT), making measurements along the same path
as the ships.
The EM link measurements on AE are denoted
on each section of the AE
transit in Fig. 7. There were
five range-dependent measurements conducted on
this day. During the IBD,
the ultrawide band (UWB)
and X-band links between
Fig. 7. Coordinated ship, shore, and aircraft measurements on 16 and 17 Oct
AE and the Duck pier were
2015 showing the longitudinal evolution of AE and HRS along the CASPER
made. Once the TO was in
track at latitude 36.1837°N (blue and pink lines). The periods of coordinated
the air, the receiver on AE
measurements (IBD or SSR) are highlighted in solid lines of the same color
and are also noted to the right. The time period of TO/CTV flight is also
tuned to the X-band transnoted to the right. Time and location of soundings from AE, HRS, and Duck
mitter on the CTV, while
pier are shown as dots; those of the ASI modules are shown as thick lines.
the UWB link continued
The measured EM links are noted along the AE track to denote the frequency
whenever AE headed toward
bands (X or UWB) and the transmitter-hosting platform for this link. Note
shore. When AE headed
both X-band and UWB receivers were on AE. The distances from the Duck
away from shore, it meapier are noted at the top of the figure as Rxx, where the numbers denote
sured the propagation of the
distances from the pier in nautical miles.
shore-site X-band transmitter. Finally, AE-to-HRS X-band propagation measure- 19 October, while the air mass over the CASPER
ments were measured during the second SSR module. region remained exceptionally cold and dry until
The measurement scenarios shown in Fig. 7 illustrate 20 October. Two other cold fronts moved through
the CASPER sampling strategy to maximize the ship on 23 and 26 October, both with 10–12 m s–1 wind
and aircraft time for optimal measurements of RF and moderately cool and dry air. On 28 October, the
propagation and the corresponding air–sea environ- CASPER region experienced a rigorous warm-frontal
ment. Throughout the CASPER-East IOP, the two ships passage that brought warm and moist air to the area
made a total of 17 IBD and 31 SSR evolutions. Table 3 with rainfall in the early morning. The winds built a
lists measurements of major CASPER platforms/sensors rough sea from the south on top of a southeast swell,
for each day during the IOP.
which was persistent through 29 October (Fig. 8e).
Unfortunately, the strong wind–wave conditions
PREVAILING METEOROLOGICAL AND made it impossible to deploy and recover small
O C E A N I C C O N D I T I O N S D U R I N G platforms from the ships during these periods. More
CASPER-EAST. Several synoptic systems moved complete measurements were made on relatively calm
through the CASPER-East region during the IOP days (Table 3). Although the two ships were generally
as depicted in Fig. 8. The cold-frontal passage on 18 separated during the measurement period, the difand 19 October brought sustained northerly winds ferences in their measurements of mean wind, temof 10–14 m s–1 with cold, dry air (~12°C) over the perature, and humidity were generally small over the
warm (~20°C) ocean. Waves/swell grew to ~2 m in shelf region, except during the GS missions between
significant wave height (Hs). The strong dynamic 29 October and 1 November 2015, suggesting stronger
forcing gradually diminished during the day on spatial variability over the GS (Fig. 8). Figure 8c also
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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Platform/sensor
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Table 3. Availability of measurements from different platforms/sensors during CASPER-East. The NPS tethered-balloon system on the work boat of
the R/V Sharp is referred to as the Marine Atmospheric Profiling System (MAPS). The rows of “X band,” “18–40 GHz,” and “<18 GHz” give the days
with received signals at X-band antenna array and at the high- and low-frequency ranges of the UWB system, respectively. The last row denotes the
days with the S-, C-, and X-band emitters at the pier. The R/V Hugh R. Sharp was on port call on 22 Oct and part of 28 Oct 2015. Measurements of all
moving or relocatable platforms were deployed at the Gulf Stream between the evening of 29 Oct and midnight of 1 Nov 2015.
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shows short periods of stable stratification (air temperature warmer than SST)
while most measurements were made in
unstable boundary layers.
Surface-layer fluxes of momentum
τ, sensible heat (SHF), and latent heat
(LHF) from both ships are important
MASL parameters to be used in validating and improving ED models as well
as mesoscale models. Measured surface
fluxes are also critical parameters in addressing the energy balance in the upper
ocean in order to understand the air–sea
coupling processes. Figure 9 shows
strong spatial and temporal variations
associated with the frontal passages and
the GS during the entire IOP. The storm
on 18 and 19 October produced SHF
and LHF reaching ~160 and 300 W m–2,
respectively, as cold, dry air and moderate to high winds passed over relatively
warm water (see Fig. 8). Similar elevated
fluxes were observed during the other
two frontal passages (23 and 26 October). Surface fluxes over the GS (29
October–1 November) are in the ranges
of 50–100 and 200–400 W m–2 for SHF
and LHF, respectively, much higher
than those over the continental shelf in
nonstorm days.
MEASUREMENT COMPO N E NTS AN D E X AM PLE RE SULTS. EM propagation measurements
and analyses. For EM modeling in
CASPER, the parabolic wave equation
(PWE) method is used as the primary
numerical solution for modeling propagation with more complex M profiles
(Dockery 1988; Barrios 1992, 1994).
The Advanced Propagation Model
(APM), based on PWE, is applied to
generate libraries of propagation loss
as a function of range for retrieving
the M profile from measurements
(Barrios 1994). PWE uses a recursive
split-step fast Fourier transform (FFT)
formula to compute the EM field in
complex environments with range and
height-varying refractivity M(r, z). PWE
computes the vertical EM field at r + ∆r
using the vertical field at the previous
range u(r, z) as
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Fig. 8. Meteorological and surface wave conditions observed during CASPER-East IOP: (a) wind direction (WD),
(b) wind speed (WS), (c) air temperature T and SST, (d) specific humidity q, (e) significant wave height (Hs), and
(f) longitude variation of both ships. All measurements were made on the bow masts of R/V Hugh R. Sharp and
R/V Atlantic Explorer, except for Hs, which was measured by a miniwave buoy at R16. The four dashed lines in
(f) denote the longitude of the shore site at Duck, NC, and a few frequently used locations along the CASPER
track at 16, 32, and 50 n mi from shore. The orange bar in (a) indicates the period of GS observations. Note
that the longitude alone cannot represent the distance to shore for the GS missions as the ship track was along
the northwest–southeast direction.

{

u ( r + ∆r , z ) = exp iko ∆rM ( r z ) ×10−6  F −1 exp i∆r

where k o and k z are the EM wavenumber and its
vertical component, ∆r is the range increment in
PWE, and  and  –1 are the Fourier and inverse
Fourier transforms. The effects of temperature,
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

(

)

}

ko2 − k z2 − ko  F u ( r z )  , (3)


pressure, and humidity are indirectly injected into
the EM calculations at each range via the vertical
refractivity profiles M(r, z), which are computed
using Eqs. (1) and (2).
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Fig. 9. Turbulent fluxes calculated using the eddy correlation method with high-rate measurements on the bow
masts of AE (red) and HRS (blue): (a) momentum flux τ, (b) sensible heat flux, and (c) latent heat flux. Results
shown are quality controlled to remove measurements when the wind was outside the ±45° sector relative to
the ship heading to reduce the effects of flow distortion on flux measurements. (d) Ship locations by longitude.

The propagation loss L (also known as path loss)
is a parameter used to quantify the loss of field
strength when it propagates from the transmitter
to the receiver antenna. For free-space propagation,
the received power Pr and free-space loss Lfs can be
written as
2

2

 λ 
 λ 
Pr = Pt Gt Gr 
 with Lfs = 
,
π
r
4


 4π r 
Pr
so Lfs =
,
Pt Gt Gr

(4)

where P t, Gt, Gr, and λ are transmitted power and
antenna gain, receiver antenna gain, and EM wavelength. In a ducted environment, Lfs is replaced with
propagation loss L in the equation above, and it can
be measured from received power Pr. PWE computes
L by marching the starter field at r = 0 to the receiver
range and computing the ratio of fields at receiver
and transmitter. Previous work in estimating the
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atmospheric conditions from various EM measurements are summarized in Karimian et al. (2011).
Figure 10 shows the measured propagation loss L
(dB) from 16 October 2015 from two major CASPER
EM links: the X-band receiving array and the UWB
multifrequency system. In Figs. 10a–d, L at 10.7 GHz
is plotted versus range for each of the receiving antennas mounted at different heights on the aft A-frame
of AE for source signals from the pier at Duck, NC.
Included in the plots are the measurements and L
from the APM for a standard atmosphere (SA) with
∂M/∂z = 118 km–1 (Sirkova 2012) and an ED with a
constant 10.2 m EDH. This is the mean EDH from
the modified Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response
Experiment (COARE) 3.0 model based on mean temperature T, relative humidity (RH), pressure p, SST,
and wind from the HRS bow mast during the SSR-2
(Fig. 7). Figures 10e–h include measured data at four
frequencies from the UWB system with the APM
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Fig. 10. Typical ship-to-shore propagation loss L at X band (10.6 GHz) for receiving antenna heights at (a) 4.0,
(b) 6.0, (c) 9.2, and (d) 12.3 m and from the UWB links at four selected frequencies: (e) 2.69, (f) 6.425, (g) 9.49,
and (h) 15.36 GHz. In all panels, the dotted lines are the measured L. The solid and dashed lines are the calculated L from APM using a constant M gradient with ∂M/∂z = 118 km−1 with and without an evaporation duct
(EDH = 10.2 m) appended to the lowest 100 m, respectively. The different colors denote different frequencies.

results calculated using a constant EDH of 19.2 m
from three small-boat profiling measurements during
the IBD module. The PWE results indicate less than
25-km detection range in the standard, nonducting
atmosphere, while the measured data clearly indicate
ducting effects as substantial energy were detected
beyond 40 km. For the X-band measurements, the
modeled L at 10.2 m seemed to show good agreement
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

with the measurements, especially for antenna
heights at 6, 9.2, and 12.3 m (Figs. 10b–d). At 2.69 or
6.425 GHz (Figs. 10e,f), for example, good agreement
is seen at distances shorter than 30 km while the
higher frequencies (Figs. 10g,h) show large differences
between measured and modeled values. Note that
the model assumed a homogeneous atmosphere in
this calculation while the ship-based measurements
JULY 2018
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Fig. 11. Simulated propagation loss as a function of height and distance from the pier on 16 Oct 2015 assuming
(a) a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere using sounding AE24 and (b) a heterogeneous atmosphere using
all three soundings along the CASPER track. (c) A comparison of the M profiles used in the APM simulations.
(d) A comparison of the propagation loss between homogeneous and heterogeneous atmospheres and the
measured propagation loss. Soundings HRS31, AE25, and AE24 are at 18, 44, and 52 km from shore, respectively. All soundings were modified to include an evaporation duct generated using a nudging method and a
single-column model with a surface layer based on MOST (Cherrett 2015).

suggested EDH increased from ~13 m near shore to
~19 m at the end of the sampling module. This spatial
variability is much larger than during the later SSR-2,
which is likely the reason for disagreement.
The impact of spatial heterogeneity in atmospheric
refractivity on RF propagation is illustrated in Fig. 11,
where L at 2.69 GHz at different ranges and heights
are depicted for the transmitter at the pier. The
input M profiles to the APM are given in Fig. 11c
from soundings HRS31, AE25, and AE24 at 18, 44,
and 52 km from the shore site. Each of the original
sounding profiles was blended with an evaporation
duct profile based on MOST using a nudging method
proposed by Cherrett (2015) in order to combine
1464 |

the modeled surface layer with higher-level profiles
based on soundings. The resulting blended soundings indicated EDHs of 13.8, 21.3, and 23.8 m for
HRS31, AE25, and AE24, respectively, to represent
the horizontal variability along the propagation path.
Figure 11a shows L as a function of height and range
using the AE24 sounding and assuming a homogeneous atmosphere. Figure 11b is similar to Fig. 11a
except that all three soundings were used as input to
APM at their respective range from shore. Figure 11b
shows L using range-dependent M profiles, although
the range resolution was rather coarse. Figure 11d
shows the variations of L at 7.4-m receiver height
from four simulations, three with a homogeneous
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Fig. 12. Vertical cross section of (left) potential temperature θ, (center) specific humidity qυ, and (right) modified index of refraction M as a function of longitude on 16 Oct 2015. (top) Results from the CTV tethered to
the Twin Otter for the lowest 250 m, (middle) interpolated values using coordinated soundings from the two
ships and the shore site, and (bottom) results from COAMPS simulation on the same day. The vertical dashed
lines in the sounding and COAMPS plots denote the locations of the soundings with ship names and sounding
numbers shown on the top axis.

atmosphere assumption using each of the profiles in
Fig. 11c. The purple line in Fig. 11d is the result of
simulation using all profiles at their respective ranges.
Figure 11d shows substantial differences for L in the
homogeneous atmosphere simulations using individual soundings. At the 50-km range, the difference in L
between the HRS31 and AE24 soundings is more than
10 dB. This is an expected result since the EM propagation is sensitive to ∂M/∂z: for example, the larger
the magnitude of ∂M/∂z, the more the EM signal is
bent toward the ground with full trapping occurring
at negative values. When calculating the gradients of
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

M (∂M/∂z) based on the M profiles in Fig. 11c, we
found a larger magnitude of ∂M/∂z in AE24 and AE25
than HRS31 within the first 100 m. This resulted in
the EM signal bending downward, leading to a larger
measured signal and a smaller L compared to the
HRS31 profile. As the range-dependent profile is a
mixture of these, the propagation loss lies between
the AE24/AE25 and HRS31 results, and it matches
well with the measured data. Since both transmitters
and receivers were at low altitudes (~10 m), M profiles above the surface layer will have a much smaller
effect. It is clear from Fig. 11 that the simulation for
JULY 2018
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which is the case for many
days during CASPER-East.
A detailed evaluation of
COA MPS performance
in CASPER-East and the
mesoscale variability of refractivity are given in Ulate
et al. (2018, manuscript submitted to J. Appl. Meteor.
Climatol.).
A comparison between
the M field computed from
the TO measurements and
the soundings reveals the
finescale structure of the
modified refractivity in the
aircraft measurements that
are not present in the five
soundings along the path
Fig. 13. Vertical cross section of wind speed as a function of distance from
or the COAMPS results.
the pier at 1337–1729 UTC 16 Oct 2015. The measurements were made by a
These aircraft measurescanning lidar on a stabilized platform on AE.
ments in CASPER-East and
the heterogeneous atmosphere matched the measured the concurrent RF L measurements between the CTV
L the best. These results support the CASPER focus and AE provide a unique dataset to help understand
on range-dependent refractivity characterization in the impact of “troposcatter” that accounts for the
a heterogeneous atmosphere.
effects of turbulence-scale refractivity variations
(Kulessa et al. 2017).
Atmospheric refractivity and air–sea interaction sampling.
Figure 13 shows the lidar measurements of the
The coordinated measurements from AE, HRS, the boundary layer winds from the AE during the IBD on
shore site, and the aircraft on 16 October 2015 are 16 October 2015. Westerly winds persisted throughout
shown in Fig. 12. During the IBD in the morning the inbound run before shifting to more northerly
hours, five rawinsonde launches were made along the when AE was approximately 10 km from shore. Even
CASPER track (Fig. 7). There was also a TO flyover at for this seemingly simple case the wind profile evoluthe end of the IBD with the CTV porpoising (up and tion is complex, and interpretation requires delineation
down pattern) along the CASPER track in the lowest of space–time information contained in onboard lidar
300 m of the boundary layer. CTV measurements show measurements. From 50 to 30 km from the shore, a
strong horizontal and vertical variability in the lowest westerly jetlike flow prevailed, its upper edge descend250 m of the atmosphere (Fig. 12, top row). Sounding ing rapidly with distance (and time) from 1.2 km to
data show similar trends of variation in water vapor 400 m, followed by dissolution of the jet as AE trawhere the easternmost sounding from AE sampled the versed onshore of 20 km. Similar wind development
driest low-level air, consistent with the CTV data in the was also observed in the coordinated sounding plots
vicinity. The progressively cooler air toward the west in and COAMPS (not shown). Ongoing research includes
the lowest 250 m is also observed in both the sounding identification and understanding causality of internal
and the CTV measurements (note the difference in the boundary layers at discontinuities (land–ocean intercolor range between the two datasets). However, one face) and their implications in EM ducting.
should not expect the soundings and the CTV to show
CASPER made the first attempt to sample T, RH,
exactly the same results because of differences in spa- and p profiles in the MASL using a tethered-balloontial resolution and a time difference of about 4 h. The based sampling system from a small boat. The small
COAMPS results (bottom row) reveal the presence of boat introduced minimal disturbance to its immelow-level cool and moist air and the dry layer above diate environment and allowed repeated profiling
1,300 m, in good agreement with the rawinsonde down to ~0.5 m MSL. Figure 14 shows results from
profiles. The M vertical cross sections from COAMPS four sets of profiles representing different thermal
and interpolated from soundings compare very well, stability conditions denoted by air–sea temperature
1466 |
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Fig. 14. Vertical profiles of θ, q, and M obtained from MAPS. The data were collected during a period of 30–45 min
consisting of nominally seven upward and seven downward profiling measurements. In each panel, the red line
is a seventh-order polynomial fit to the observed data and the green line is the MOST-following profile using
mean temperature and RH at 10-m height and the mean wind from the nearby HRS. The horizontal dashed
line denotes the EDH level obtained from the mean M profile. The four sets of data [i.e., (a)–(d)] are examples
of different thermal stability denoted by the air–sea temperature difference (T – SST) for each case, where T
is the mean temperature at 10-m height and SST is the calibrated SST from the nearby HRS.

difference (ASTD). The scattering seen in all profiles
is expected given the turbulent nature of the MASL
and suggests the uncertainty associated with using a
single sounding to represent the MASL conditions.
In spite of the scatter, the strong gradients near the
surface in all mean profiles, especially in q (and hence
M), are clear in all cases. From the four measured
mean M profiles, the EDHs are 9.9, 14.9, 4.9, and 9.7 m
for cases in Figs. 14a–d, respectively.
The COARE profiles in Fig. 14 were calculated
based on the COARE 3.0 algorithm (Fairall et al.
1996, 2003) modified to output vertical profiles of the
MASL (Alappattu et al. 2016). Inputs to the COARE
algorithm included mean T, p, and RH in the altitude
range of 10 ± 0.5 m from the measurements, mean
wind from HRS’s bow mast at 12 m, and SST from HRS
averaged for the period of corresponding tetheredballoon measurements.
Figures 14a and 14b show good agreement
between measured and COARE profiles. These
are cases with moderate ASTD in unstable and
stable stratification conditions, respectively. For
the unstable case with a larger magnitude of ASTD
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

(–4.68°C; Fig. 14c), θ below 20 m shows larger variability than the layer above with no clear trend in
the vertical gradient. The increase of q toward the
surface is still observed, although it is much weaker
compared to the COARE profile. In the strongly
stable case (Fig. 14d), significant deviations in the
θ and q profiles are apparent. These findings need
to be examined further with more observed cases in
order to make general conclusions.
Upper-ocean measurements. Upper-ocean mixing
and advection affect EM ducting by regulating the
SST variability, which was identified as one of the
critical factors for accurate predictions of coastal refractivity (Haack et al. 2010). Extensive upper-ocean
temperature, salinity, and turbulence parameters
were sampled in CASPER-East from both ships as
listed in Table 1. Figure 15 shows the thermohaline
and microstructure measurements collected on the
North Carolina shelf between 13 and 21 October
2015, indicating oceanic stratification on the shelf
was influenced by highly variable surface salinity
and along-bottom advection. The wind-induced
JULY 2018
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when the northerly winds
ceased. The observed spatial–temporal variations of
salinity on the inner shelf
were most ly caused by
alternate advection of relatively fresh estuarine and
highly saline ocean water
on the shelf, depending on
the direction of dominant
winds.
On the midshelf, the
diffusivities in the water interior spanned over
five decades during the
o b s e r v at ion a l p e r io d ,
from ~10 –6 to ~10 –1 m 2 s–1.
The midshelf eddy diffusivities are characterized by the median value
~ 5 × 10 –4 m 2 s–1, which
is comparable with the values in other shelf regions.
Lozovatsky et al. (2017)
describe the calculations
of K z from the measured
dissipation rate and give
more detailed ana lyses
on the upper-ocean mixFig. 15. (a) The time-averaged (every 3 h) wind vectors Wa (t) measured from
ing and advection during
R/V Atlantic Explorer and salinity contour plots at (b) R02 and (c) R30 overlaid
CASPER-East.
by the eddy diffusivity profiles K z (z).
Sea surface temperature
is one of the critical inputs
turbulence, which was dominant on the NC shelf, to evaporation duct models. During CASPER-East,
produced vertical mixing that can be quantified calibrated skin temperature measurements were made
by the diffusivity profiles K z (z) shown in Fig. 15 on board HRS using an infrared SST autonomous
(overlaid on the background of salinity contours) for radiometer (ISAR). This dataset was used to correct
the nearshore station R02 and the midshelf station the bulk water temperature from ship water-intake
R30, respectively. The surface salinity measured measurements (Alappattu et al. 2017a). Spatial variat 3 m below the sea surface depicts substantial ability of the SST was also mapped by the Twin Otter
spatial variations along the track between R02 and and CTV from low altitudes and by the SAAB 340
R30 (Figs. 15b,c). The difference of salinity between using radiometric measurements. In addition, all SST
relatively fresh coastal (R02) and more-saline mid- measurements in CASPER-East were consolidated into
shelf (R30) waters was about 4 practical salinity an SST database by multiple CASPER groups using the
units (psu) on average. Passing storms may play a HRS SST from ISAR to calibrate all airborne, buoys,
significant role in the midshelf salinity variation. and ship-based measurements to represent the true
Figure 15b shows nearly constant salinity during skin temperature (Alappattu et al. 2017b).
the first 3.5 days of observations (~33–33.1 psu),
increasing to ~33.6–34 psu after the peak of the 18 SUMMARY. CASPER is a multidisciplinary coorOctober frontal passage (see Figs. 15a and 8). Near dinated effort aimed at improving our understandthe coast, however, salinity steadily increased from ing of air–sea interaction processes in the MABL
28.8 to ~30 psu. After the frontal passage on 18 Oc- resulting in anomalous propagation of EM energy.
tober, it rapidly decreased to 28 psu on 20 October The ultimate goal of CASPER is to enhance our
1468 |
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capability to predict anomalous propagation over
a range of order ~100 km that relies on adequate
depictions of the atmospheric surface layer gradients
and the MABL inversion strength within the domain
of interests. CASPER-East was the first of two field
campaigns to address issues of boundary layer spatial heterogeneity on EM propagation. Coordinated
measurements by two ships, two research aircraft,
a shore site, and multiple at-sea buoys and autonomous vehicles were used to sample both the upperocean and atmospheric boundary layer refractive
conditions in conjunction with range-dependent
EM propagation measurements. The sampling was
repeated along the same track over the continental
shelf region using two basic coordination modules
for concurrent refractivity, air–sea interaction,
and propagation measurements. This technique
yielded a wealth of data for process studies, testing
of new theories on surface-layer development and
on coastal internal boundary layer development,
model evaluation, and model improvements. Initial
results on air–sea interactions were presented at
the CASPER special session at the 20th Conference
on Air–Sea Interaction in Madison, Wisconsin, in
August 2016 sponsored by the American Meteorological Society. A second CASPER special session
was held at the January 2017 National Radio Science
Meeting sponsored by the U.S. National Committee
of the International Union of Radio Science (URSI).
The majority of the data are quality controlled and
available for collaborative analyses.
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